**ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS**: The Academic Requirements as established by the DOE, except as modified herein shall prevail: To determine eligibility for participation in co-curricular activities dates are established each year by Parker School.

- Eligibility determination is scheduled once per quarter along with a second “Parker Passing Grade Check” scheduled later in the quarter to determine that there aren’t any F’s in any core courses.

- “Eligibility Determination” = A student is ineligible when they receive an F in a core course required for graduation or their GPA is below a 2.0. That student will automatically be ineligible to participate in any BIIF sports and put on Academic Review Status.

- “Parker Passing Grade” = A student is ineligible when they receive an F in a core course required for graduation. That student will automatically be ineligible to participate in any BIIF sports and put on Academic Review Status.

- When starting a new calendar school year, final grades from the previous year will be used to determine eligibility.

- If a student becomes ineligible to play, the athlete, parent as well as the upper school head will be notified. It will be the responsibility of the student to improve their grades.

- Academic Review Status is a system used to assist, track and record student athletes that fall below academic requirements.

- ARS prompts grade checks every one to two weeks if a student is deemed ineligible at the scheduled eligibility determination date and is enforced by the athletic director.

- ARS prompts grade checks every one to two weeks if a student is deemed ineligible at the scheduled “Parker Passing Grade” check date and is enforced by the athletic director.